Are you doing all that you can to engage in research?
Yes! I will............

○ complete the OUR Undergraduate Research Self-Assessment
○ participate in the “Getting Started in Undergraduate Research” workshop
○ explore all of the resources on the OUR website
○ submit questions to the OUR through email (ur@usf.edu)
○ participate in a consultation meeting and network with the OUR staff
○ participate in a library resources workshop
○ participate in a consultation meeting and network with a research librarian
○ engage with staff in the Writing Center to improve my writing
○ participate in a workshop at the Career Center
○ explore the Office of Community Engagement (OCE) website
○ participate in a meeting and network with OCE staff
○ engage in a service learning project
○ engage in an internship
○ explore the Office of Research and Innovation website
○ become certified in Responsible Conduct of Research (RCR)
○ enroll in a laboratory-based course
○ enroll in a course that allows for engagement in a research project
○ enroll in a research-based course OUTSIDE my discipline
○ enroll in an interdisciplinary course
○ engage in my classes through asking and answering questions on a consistent basis
○ engage in discussions with my professors outside of class
○ read research articles in my discipline
○ read research articles that ARE NOT in my discipline
○ review faculty research profiles on the web
○ read research articles to help me better understand a faculty member’s research
○ understand the stature of the faculty member in his/her discipline
○ engage in discussions with graduate students about research within my discipline
○ engage in discussions with graduate students about research that is NOT in my discipline
○ shadow a graduate student
○ engage in a discussion with Departmental/Program UR liaisons about research
○ participate in a meeting with a faculty member in my discipline to discuss research
○ participate in a meeting with a faculty member who IS NOT in my discipline to discuss research
○ propose a research project to a faculty member OUTSIDE my discipline
○ propose a research project to a faculty member in my discipline
○ engage with undergraduate students who are involved in research
○ explore the NSF REU website for summer research opportunities
○ apply to an REU program
○ participate in an REU program outside of USF
○ participate in a USF REU program
○ volunteer in a setting that will expose me to research
○ volunteer in the community and investigate how this can be a research experience
○ engage in study abroad
○ write a paper for class that requires a literature search
○ write a paper for class that requires original research findings
○ attend a research seminar/talk in my discipline
○ attend a research seminar/talk OUTSIDE of my discipline
○ participate in a workshop on how to write an abstract
○ participate in a workshop on oral presentation skills
○ participate in a workshop on poster presentation skills
○ participate in a workshop on publication
○ attend the Annual USF Undergraduate Research Symposium
○ present my research at the Annual USF Undergraduate Research Symposium
○ attend the USF Graduate and Professional Student Symposium
○ present/perform/exhibit my research at a regional conference
○ become a member of a professional society
○ present/perform/exhibit my research at a national conference
○ present/perform/exhibit my research at an international conference
○ participate in a workshop on attending graduate or professional school
○ engage in a mentored research experience or group research project
○ complete an original senior thesis/project
○ author or co-author a peer-reviewed publication
○ file for a patent